
3 bedroom Cave House for sale in Fuente Nueva, Granada

Cueva La Piedra in Fuentenueva

Cueva La Piedra is a beautiful, fully reformed cave property with expansive views of the Sierra de Maria mountains.
The cave is located on a quiet country road in the charming hamlet of Fuente Nueva, near the village of Orce, on the
Altiplano de Granada. This wonderful cave property is very well laid out and tastefully decorated, ready for
comfortable full time living or as a wonderful holiday home.

The exterior of the cave features Fuente Nueva’s signature stone and rustic earth tone finish. The property has a large
garden patio with a pergola and brick BBQ. There are several olive trees and a cypress and fig tree. A graceful stone-
inlaid path crosses the patio. There is ample parking space. The covered wood storage area could be expanded to be a
carport. There is a stone wall on either side of the property. The roof above the cave offers 360° views, perfect for a
roof terrace.

Inside, the cave has a large entrance hall, dining room, living room, kitchen, 3 bedrooms and 1 bathroom. All of the
rooms are spacious with high ceilings and most of the ceilings feature stunning wood beams. The cave has gracefully
carved archways and ceilings that give it an elegant sculpted look. Some of the rooms have thoughtfully placed
bookshelves or cabinets built into the mountain. The floors are beautifully finished with the traditional polished paint.
The bedrooms are all quite large and have either a built-in wardrobe or large storage closet. Two of the bedrooms
have a light well. The third bedroom has a window onto the patio.

The entrance hall leads straight back to the dining room and living room. To the right is the bright and airy kitchen.
From the kitchen, a hallway leads to one bedroom with a lightwell. From the dining room, to the right is another door
to this bedroom. To the left of the dining room are the bathroom and a second bedroom with light well. You pass
through the dining room back into the large, cosy living room, with wood burner. At the back of the living room you
turn right into the last bedroom which has a window.

The cave is sold with quality furnishings. It has been impeccably maintained and is ready to move in.

Fuente Nueva is a community of cave houses built on the hillside. It is a quiet place with few full time residents, and a
feeling of peace and privacy. The hamlet feels remote yet restaurants and shops are only a 7 minute drive to the
charming village of Orce, with restaurants, bars, shops, and a weekly market. Fuente Nueva and Orce are known for
their archaeological finds, from the first humans who arrived in Europe to the discovery of a large mammoth. The

  3 bedrooms   1 bathroom   115m² Build size
  355m² Plot size   good condition   well presented
  tastefully decorated   renovated   built to high standards
  spacious accommodation   charming property   full of character
  popular urbanisation   shower room   garden
  parking   fitted wardrobes   good road access
  furnished   countryside   mountain views
  wood burner   traditional features   traditional village

85,000€
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